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 “Followers of the Way, my Buddha-dharma is that of the correct 

transmission, a transmission that has continued in a single line through the 

master Ma-yu, Tan-hsia, Tao-i, Lu-shan, and Shih-kung, and has spread abroad 

over all the world.  Yet no one has faith in it and everyone heaps slander on it. 

 “Tao-i Ho-shang’s activity was pure and simple; not one of his three to 

five hundred students could discern what he meant.  Lu-shan Ho-shang was free 

and true; his students couldn't fathom his action of conforming to or going 

against-they were all dumbfounded.  Tan-hsia Ho-shang played with the pearl, 

concealing and revealing it; every single student who came was reviled by him.  

As for Ma-yu Ho-shang’s activity, it was as bitter as the huang-po tree; no one 

could approach him.  Shin-kung Ho-shang’s activity was to seek for a man with 

the point of his arrow; all who came before him were struck with fear.” 

 

 I think that yesterday I ended my talk at the part in the text where it says 

ichijinihokyakusu 一時に放却す which is translated in your edition, “I do away 

with them once and for all”  Ichiji, at one time, hokyakusu, I throw it away.  In 

one instant I do away with everything, I throw everything away.  What is 

grasped up in one moment?  What do you throw away in one moment?  It’s not 

difficult at all if you have been listening up until now.  In one moment you can 

get everything.  What it means is that in one moment you can grasp all of time.  

All of time, past, present, and future, there are all kinds of different times, and you 

can grasp them all in one moment.   

 But can the self fixate this condition of having grasped everything?  It’s 

not possible to just remain in that condition of having grabbed everything.  If it 

were possible to simply remain fixated in that condition of having grabbed up 

everything then the activities of being born and dying in this world would never 

occur.  But the fact is that in our world all existences do these activities of 

appearing and hiding.   There is not even one single thing which is fixated. 

 So if you take it to mean that every single thing that has appeared 

including you has simply appeared temporarily then that would be not a mistaken 

way of understanding.  Every single existence including you has appeared here 

as upaya, as skillful means, as a temporary manifestation of the absolute.   

 And as I always tell you it’s the position of Buddhism to say that those 

things which have appeared, including yourself, have appeared receiving equally 

from two mutually opposing activities called tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  But 

there isn’t even one single thing which appears and from the moment it appears is 

already in a complete condition.  It’s always the case that things which appear 

appear as incomplete existences. 
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 I don’t know about the old days, but at least nowadays I don’t think there 

are any religions on this earth that don’t say that you are together with God.  

When you appear you do no appear in your complete condition, everyone appears 

as their incomplete self. 

 And according to Tathagata Zen  the condition of appearance occurs 

when God divides itself in two.  The separation of subject and object occurs, 

God divides itself in two, and then the children of God are born.  But in 

Buddhism we don’t accept the existence of an absolute God called Brahma.  

When you your self manifest the complete self then there’s no longer any need to 

seek Brahma as an object.  If you think that you have manifested the complete 

self, but then you still find yourself recognizing Brahma as an object other than 

yourself, then you can be sure it’s still the incomplete self.  When you are 

recognizing God or Brahma as an object other than your self, that’s the phase of 

life where you are the incomplete self.  When you are the complete self then 

there’s no need to look upon God or Brahma.  Please don’t make a mistake about 

this.  People often say that Buddhism doesn’t recognize God, that in Buddhism 

there is no  creator God, but as long as you are manifesting your incomplete self 

it’s necessary to somehow recognize God.  But when you manifest your 

complete self there is no need for you to recognize God or Brahma.  Everybody 

says that Buddhism negates the existence of God, and maybe that’s partially true, 

but actually Buddhism doesn’t negate the existence of God because when you are 

incomplete everyone must recognize God as an object.  But when you make all 

of plus and all of minus, all of mother’s activity and all of father’s activity your 

content, when you completely grow up, then you are manifesting your self as the 

absolute being, as the supreme one as the Almighty, as God.  Buddhism doesn’t 

accept the existence of a creator God, but when you are incomplete you must 

recognize God.  When you become complete however, you do not need to 

recognize God.  In fact then there is no function of consciousness which 

recognizes any kind of objects, any objective world.  That consciousness is gone.  

The kind of functioning of consciousness, a kind of thinking which recognizes 

subject and object is still the incomplete function of consciousness.  But when 

the complete activity of consciousness is manifest, then there is no subjective 

looking upon the objective, there is no recognizing occurring at all.      Or we 

can say that when the plus world completely embraces the minus world, and the 

minus world completely embraces the plus world, when the plus and minus 

activities completely embrace one another, then there’s no need for plus or minus 

to think about one another.  And if we are forced to talk about it in Buddhism we 

call this condition the manifestation of the dharmakaya.  The manifestation of 

the dharmakaya is when plus and minus totally have unified.  That’s probably, I 

suppose, what they mean in Brahmanism by Brahma.  The dharmakaya is that 

which appears having all of plus and all of minus as its content. 

 If you go to Japan and you see the Great Buddha of Kamakura or Nara, 

then that great statue of the Buddha is representing, is symbolizing the body of 

having made all of plus and all minus equally its content.  It represents the 

perfect human form.  But if you are still looking at the Great Buddha as an 

object other than yourself then you’re not truly seeing it.  The Great Buddha is a 
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personification of the entire cosmos.  Although you are sitting here in the middle 

of the cosmos, in the middle of this great universe, you are always taking it as an 

object.  The reason why they made those great Buddhas is so that when you meet 

up with them you are reminded that you are in the middle of them, you are 

existing within the great cosmos.  Not just the great statues, but if you go to 

Japan you’ll see statues of Buddha everywhere along the roads.   

 The Great Buddha is the complete self which has all of plus and minus as 

its content.  It has both male and female activities as its content.  So of course 

the Great Buddha doesn’t say things like, “I want a man,” or “I want a woman.”  

In America and Europe psychology seems to be very popular.  But I think that 

you wont become a true scholar of psychology unless you found your psychology 

on the definition that the true self is neither man nor woman.  There is no doubt 

that the complete self, the true self has both male and female activities as its 

content. 

 And the complete self we call the Almighty or the dharmakaya.  And in 

body of the Great Buddha, in the hara, in the belly of the Great Buddha plus and 

minus are acting.  And that’s why in Buddhism we say that the Great Buddha is 

doing the activity of being pregnant.  So if you are going to stand up in front of a 

Great Buddha then you have to worship in this way, you have to think in this way; 

that the Great Buddha is extremely busy, that the Great Buddha is always doing 

this extremely busy activity of plus and minus unifying and facing, unifying and 

facing over and over again. 

 And then, right in the middle of the Great Buddha, right in the middle of 

the complete self, and appearing in the space between plus and minus is what I 

always talk about, the appearance of passion, or the heat of feeling, we say 

jonetsu 情熱 in Buddhism, and this jonetsu has received both plus and minus. 

But in one moment it is not the case that plus and minus give all of themselves to 

this child.  This Great Buddha is manifesting a new child right in its belly, but it 

doesn’t give all of the plus and minus activities to the child, it only gives a tiny 

amount of the plus and minus activities to the child, we could say one hundred 

millionth, or one billionth of plus or one billionth of minus.   

 And the moment the child appears in the belly of the Great Buddha then 

plus is no longer plus, plus having given part of itself to give birth to the child 

becomes the material, substantial father, and minus becomes the material mother.  

And the “I am” self receives equally of plus and minus and appears.  Nowadays 

it’s the scientific era and medicine has advanced to a great degree, and so maybe 

we can say that this question of how children are created and how children are 

born has been pretty much completely solved.  But as far as I can see it’s not 

completely solved.   

 But that’s a scientific problem, anyway.  When the self appears it appears 

receiving both plus and minus.  That’s the bodhisattva activity.  But the 

bodhisattva is incomplete, and so it must do the activity of bodhisattva to become 

the complete bodhisattva. When the bodhisattva becomes the complete 

bodhisattva then he or she has made plus and minus completely his or her content, 

and becomes the dharmakaya.  I tell you this over and over again, but if you 

don’t truly understand it then your zazen is just a mess. 
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 The condition of the complete self is the condition in which, for example, 

the plus activity has been completely made content, has been manifest to its limit, 

until it no longer needs to do plus, and there the plus activity can rest.  But 

actually that’s not true, actually the man cannot rest, because the moment he rests 

immediately the woman wakes up and begins to take the initiative in the activity, 

and he must follow the activity of woman, and so this condition of the greatest 

cosmos, the absolutely large is a condition in which woman has woken up and is 

taking the lead, and man is accompanying woman, following woman.  All of 

these manifestations, whether it is the greatest cosmos, or as I told you before 

there are many, many different cosmos’s which are manifest, and in all of these 

cases when the unification of subject and object occurs then the female activity 

takes the lead.  (translator’s question: During expansion only ???)  So in the 

condition of the origin at whatever level it’s the minus activity, the female activity 

which is taking the lead, but when the separation of subject and object occurs it’s 

the male activity which takes the lead.  Until the greatest cosmos is manifest the 

plus activity takes the lead in the process and is accompanied and aided by the 

minus.   

 But when the absolutely large condition is manifest then the activity 

reverses and it is the minus activity which takes the initiative in the process of 

shrinking back down to the absolutely small cosmos.  And when the absolutely 

small condition is arrived at then the minus activity quits doing her activity and 

rests. But then immediately the plus activity wakes up and the plus and minus 

activities must again do their repetitive unifying and facing.  And this original 

source of the absolutely small is the condition in which the plus activity is taking 

the lead, and acting together with the minus activity.  Plus and minus are in a 

single room and they’re really enjoying each other and it’s getting hotter and it’s 

getting really hot, and then finally this state bursts open, and then the condition of 

the separation of plus and minus occurs, and the worlds of past, present, and 

future appear.  

 But that condition of the separation of subject and object, of the world of 

past, present, and future cannot be fixated, inevitably again the condition of the 

unification of subject and object appears, and that is what we call the level two 

condition of the origin.  And then again the activities of separation and then 

unification of subject and object occur and the level three condition of the source 

appears.  It doesn't matter how big or how small this cosmos is, when the 

perfect, complete cosmos is manifest that’s what we call the manifestation of true 

love.  And we also say the manifestation of One True Nature. 

 When subject and object separate that is when the self is born, but that is 

the incomplete self, and when the incomplete self is born simultaneously the plus 

and minus activities also become incomplete, and we can say that plus becomes 

father, or we can say that plus becomes mother, and we can say the same with 

minus, the minus activity becomes, we can say, either father or mother.  It might 

be convenient in this case to call the minus activity future and the plus activity 

past. 

 But anyway, those activities of plus and minus which were invisible, 

which were not possible to be seen with your eyes, now everything has appeared 
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as matter, as substance.   

 When I was very young I was interested in what the Bible was and I got an 

English version of the bible, and there it was written very clearly, “God created 

everything.”  But nobody has seen God.  This thing that is impossible to see is 

not material.  We have to know clearly that God is doing an activity which is an 

invisible activity.  It’s not in the material world. 

 And when that God divides its very body in two then the world of past, 

present, and future appears.  And all the things that God has given birth to are 

crippled in some way (片輪  katawa crippled/deformed).   Everyone is 

overjoyed, “It’s a boy!  It’s a girl!”  But when you really think about it, all the 

children who are born, from God’s perspective, are crippled.  But Tathagata Zen 

says that you have to think that all of those crippled children will be helped by 

God and eventually grow up to manifest the complete self.  When the self 

completely grows up and manifests the complete self, what is that self?  It’s the 

self that no longer needs to see the self.  There’s no need for that self to see 

mother and father, to seek mother and father.  When the dharmakaya divides 

itself in two then the child of the dharmakaya, the dharmakaya-child is born. 

 So, it should be clear now, when this incomplete self grasps up everything, 

then what happens?  In one moment everything has been grabbed up, mother and 

father are gone.  Everything has become your content.  But what Rinzai is 

saying is that condition of having grabbed everything up cannot be fixated.  

Immediately everything is then thrown out, everything is then manifested from 

that condition.  When you do throw everything out, when you do manifest 

everything again after having grabbed everything up that is again when you have 

divided yourself in two.   

 He has just told you, in one moment grabbing everything up, and also in 

one moment throwing everything out again, this very activity of grabbing up all of 

gain and loss right and wrong, and then throwing all of gain and loss right and 

wrong out again, is what the true dharma is, is my Buddha-dharma which is the 

correct transmission.  Rinzai is very honest.  He’s confessing in front of 

everybody and saying, “I learned this Buddhism, and there is nothing to the 

teaching of The Enlightened One other than manifesting the dharma activity.” 

 And then Rinzai picks out the patriarchs, the teachers that he likes the best 

and lines them up for us.  The ones that he likes the best, his favorites, are the 

very ones who, just like him, have manifested this tenet of “Gain and loss, right 

and wrong, I grab them all up, I throw them all out in one moment.”   

 First he talks about Ma-yoku Osho.  There are two famous Ma-yoku 

Oshos but the one he is talking about here is probably the one who is one of 

Baso’s successors and Rinzai’s senior monk.  And then he talks about Tan-ka 

Osho who was not a successor of Baso’s, but he was a brother monk to Baso, and 

he was a successor of Yakuzan.  But although Tan-ka Osho was not Baso’s 

successor he really had an interesting way, although it might be rude to call it 

“interesting,” of manifesting this very principle, this very tenet of “Gain and loss, 

right and wrong, I grab it all up and throw it all away.”  And Tao-i, Do-itsu in 

Japanese,  is of course Baso himself, the great-grandfather of Rinzai because the 

lineage went Baso, Hakujo, Obaku, Rinzai.  And Lu-shan, Ro-zan was Baso’s 
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successor, one of them.  So he was a brother monk of Hakujo.  And just as it 

says in the text this Lu-shan had an incredibly free way of living.  To say “free” 

means that you become free from yourself.  When you become free from 

yourself what is the result of this freedom?  That result, also, is never fixated.  

You have to become free from that result too.  But we can get more in to Ro-san 

later. 

 And then the next teacher that is mentioned is Shih-kung, Sekkyo.  And 

he also was a successor of Baso’s.  Baso was sitting in zazen maybe in the 

mountains, maybe in the forest and Sekkyo was then a hunter, and he came and 

passed in front of Baso with his bow and arrows hunting for deer.  And he said 

to Baso who was sitting there, “You look like a monk who hasn’t caught any 

deer.”  So then Baso said, “Okay, you have your bow and your arrow, how many 

deer can you catch with them?”  Sekkyo said, “Of course with one arrow I can 

get one deer.”  The hunter Sekkyo’s attitude was, “What are you talking about 

you dumb monk, of course one arrow gets one deer,” but then Baso said “As for 

me, with one arrow I can get them all.  I can get all the deer in this whole world.  

When I shoot one deer I shoot them all.”  So Sekkyo at that point put down his 

bow and arrows and became Baso’s disciple and later his successor. 

 America is an interesting country, it’s always fighting with all the other 

countries, but anyway, in the pioneer days there were many interesting people I 

think here in America.  What kind of spirit is the pioneer spirit?  I think maybe 

that the true spirit of pioneer America was this same spirit of Baso’s, of catching 

all the deer in the whole world with one arrow.  “Pin!  (The bell rings)” comes  

and immediately the whole world is silent.  So immediately I should stop teisho.   

       So, alot of things are said in the text about these different oshos, 

and it is just the way it is written there, so just read it yourself and figure it out. 

 

 

 

  


